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In this paper we introduce the notion of SuperG-basis. It is a finite set of polynomials such 
that every subset is a Grobner basis with respect to a given term-ordering. We study SuperG-bases 
from a theoretical point of view and we device procedures for constructing them, starting with 
a given set of terms. We show some applications to families of ideals and to the problem of lifting. 
Introduction 
This paper is originally motivated by the hope of better understanding the reduc- 
tion procedure, which is the core of Buchberger’s algorithm for the computation of 
Grobner bases and indeed we investigate a special situation, where the reduction 
procedure becomes trivial. The starting point is the obvious remark that if T := 
{T,, . . . . T,} is a set of terms, then every subset of it is a G-basis; another obser- 
vation is that if F := {f,, . . ..f.} is a set of polynomials and (T is a term-ordering 
such that the leading terms Lt,(J;) are pairwise coprime, then every subset of F is 
a G-basis with respect to o (see Buchberger (1979)). These are examples of sets of 
polynomials such that every subset is a Grobner basis i.e. these are examples of what 
we call superG-bases. The previously mentioned examples of superG-bases are not 
depending on the coefficients, but there are more general examples. 
Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 1.4 give characterizations of superG-bases, from 
which it is easy to derive procedures for constructing them. In particular one can 
construct nice Grobner bases with preassigned leading term ideal. These procedures 
are described in Section 2, where also applications are discussed to families of ideals 
studied by Carra’Ferro [3]. We show how to describe them; in particular we show 
that they are parametrized by rational varieties (Theorem 2. l), whose equations can 
be computed; then some examples illustrate these results. Finally we study appli- 
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cations of superG-bases to the theory of lifting. In particular we show that classical 
results by Hartshorne [5] (see also [4]) can be easily derived by using superG-bases. 
All the computations related to this paper were performed with COCOA, a Compu- 
tational Commutative Algebra system, which is being developed at the University 
of Genova, Italy. 
1. SuperG-bases 
Definition. Let (J be a term-ordering; let F : = {f,, . . . , jr} be a finite subset of A : = 
AK,, ..-, X,]. We say that F is a superG-basis with respect to o if every subset of 
F is a G-basis with respect to o. 
Remark. The following example shows that an ideal can be generated by a superG- 
basis, but its reduced Grobner basis need not be a superG-basis. Let CJ be the lexico- 
graphic ordering induced by x>y>z. Let F:=xy-xz+y*-z2; G:=xz+_Yz+z~; 
H :=_yz - z2. Then {F, G, H) is a superG-basis; its reduced G-basis is {f, g, h} where 
f = xy + y* + z,~; g =xz + 2z2; h =yz - z2, which is not a superG-basis since the SP- 
polynomial S(f, g) =y2z + z3 - 2yz2 only reduces to 0 via h. 
Remark. An ideal can be generated by many superG-bases. For, let o be a term- 
ordering such that x>y and consider the pairs of polynomials {x+ ay, y}. For every 
a E A, they are a superG-basis of the ideal (x, y). 
In the following we use the notation GCD for greatest common divisor and LCM 
for least common multiple. If F is a set of elements in A =C[X,, . . . . X,] indexed 
over { 1, . . . . r} andSc_{l,..., r} the notation GCDJF) means ‘GCD of the elements 
of F indexed over S’. 
Proposition 1.1. Let F := { fi, . . . . f,} c A =R[X,, . . . . X,], 0 a term-ordering. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) F is a superG-basis, 
(2) Lt,(GCD(A, 4)) = GCD(Lt,(fi), Wfj)) for every i, j E { 1, . . . , 6, 
(3) Lt,(GCD,(F)) = GCD,(Lt,(F)) for every S c { 1, . . . , r}. 
Proof. We use induction on r. 
Case r=2. In this case (2) and (3) are the same, so let U:= 
GCD(Lt,(fi), Lt,(f2)). The fundamental syzygy of (Lt,(fi), Ltcr(f2)) is then 
(Lta(f2)/U, - Lt,(f,)/U). We are going to use the characterization of G-bases 
given by syzygies (see for instance [7]). 
If (1) holds then (Lt,(fi)/U, - Lt,(f,)/CT) extends to a syzygy (g2, -g,) off,, f2. 
We have Lt,(gi) = Lt,(A)/U, so that Lt,(g,) and Lt,(g,) are coprime. This clearly 
implies that g,,g2 are coprime too; moreover g2fi -g,f,=O and A is a unique 
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factorization domain; therefore fi = h. gl , f2 = h. g2. Then h = GCD( fi, f2) and 
necessarily Lt,(h) = U. 
Conversely if (2) holds and h =GCD(f,, f2), then Lt,(h) = U; if fi =g, .h and 
f2 =g,.h, then Lt,(gi) = Lt,(f,)/U, hence (Lt,(fJ/U, - Lt,(f,)/U) extends to 
(g29 -&I. 
General case. Let r? 3 and let us assume that the theorem holds for r- 1. 
The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from Case r=2. 
(3) * (2) Obvious. 
(2) * (3) Clearly we may assume S={l,...,r}. Let g:=GCD(f,,..., f,), T:= 
G’=(Q,(f, ), . . . , Lt,(f,)). Then Lt,(g)lT and after dividing both sides of (3) by 
Lt,(g), we may assume that Lt,(g)= 1, hence that g= 1. With this assumption we 
need to prove that T= 1. 
Now TlGCD(Lt,(f,), . . . . Lt,(f,_ ,)), hence by the inductive step there exists a 
polynomial f such that f IGCD(f,, . . . . f,-,) and TILt,(f). On the other hand 
TIGCD(Lt,(f,, f,), hence for the same reason there exists a polynomial f’ such 
that f’lGCD(f,, f,) and TjLt,(f’). S’ mce we are assuming that GCD(f,, . . . , f,.) = 1, 
we conclude that GCD(A yf’) = 1; therefore from f / fi and f’lfi we conclude that 
f-f’Ifi, hence T21Lt,(fi). Arguing in the same way, we conclude that T21Lt,(J) 
for every i= 1, . . . . r; hence T21 T; therefore T= 1. q 
Definition. Let F := { fi, . . . , f,} G A =A[X,, . . . , X,], CT a term-ordering. If S c 
(1, ***, r} we define 
LCM: (F) : = LCM{ GCD,(F)I Z> S, card(Z) = card(S) + 1 } 
and similarly 
LCMT(LtJF)) :=LCM{GCDz(Lt,(F))1Z>S, card(Z’)=card(S)+ 1). 
Finally we observe that LCM:(F) divides GCDJF) and we define 
FACT,(F) : = GCD,(F)/LCM,+ (F); 
similarly 
FACT,(Lt,(F)) := GCD,(Lt,(F))/LCM;(Lt,(F)). 
We observe that if S= (1, . . . . r], then we put LCM:(F) := 1 and we get 
FACT,(F)=GCD(f,,...,f,}; 
similarly 
FACT,(Lt,(F)) = GCDW,(f, ), . . . , Lt,(f,)} . 
Lemma 1.2. Let E, E’ be two subsets of { 1, . . . , r> such that EQ E’ and E’Q E. Then 
FACT,(F) and FACT,(F) are coprime. 
Proof. If not, let f be a common divisor. Then f divides GCD,(F) and GCD,,(F). 
Let f i be the highest power of f dividing both GCD,(F) and GCD,(F). Then f i 
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divides GCD,, &F). But EUE’ is a subset of ( 1, . .., r} properly containing both; 
therefore f’ divides LCM; (F) and LCM,$(F). But then fiil must divide GCD,(F) 
and GCD,(F), a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 1.3. With the previous assumptions, we have 
(a) LCM: (F) = II =, s FACTS% 
(b) FACT,(F) = GCD,(F)/nZ>S FACT,(F), 
(c) GCDJF) = n,, s PACT,(F). 
In particular, 
(d)fi= IIs,,i, FACT,(F) for every i = 1, . . . , r. 
Proof. By definition FACT,(F) = GCD,(F)/LCM:(F), hence the equivalence of 
(a), (b) and (c) is clear. So let us prove them simultaneously. 
We use induction on card(S). If S = { 1, . . . , r}, there is nothing to prove. Let the 
proposition be proved for every subset of { 1, . . . , r} of cardinality s + 1 and let 
Sc{l,..., r} be such that card(S) =s. Now we get 
LCMZ (F) = LCM{ GCD,(F)I _Z> S, card(Z) = card(S) + 1 } 
= LCM n FACTz(F)IE> S, card(Z) = card(S) + 1 
I 
(by induction) 
.r’>.z 
= jj FACT,(F) (by an easy application of Lemma 1.2). 
.Z>S 
0 
Theorem 1.4. Let F := (f,, . . . . fr} c A =C[X,, . . . . X,,], cr a term-ordering. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) F is a superG-basis. 
(2) Lt,(FACT,(F)) = FACT,(Lt,(F)) for every SC { 1, . . . . r}. 
(3) For every Sc(1, . . . . r} there exists a polynomial F, such that Lt,(F,)= 
FACT,(Lt,(F)) and fi= us, (iI F, for every i= 1, . . . . r. 
Proof. (1) * (2) Induction on card(S). If S = { 1, . . . , r} then the conclusion follows 
from Proposition 2.1, since FACT,(F) = GCD{ fi, . . . , f,} and FACT,(Lt,(F)) = 
GCDU&(fi), . . . . Lt,(f,)) as we have already noticed. Let (2) be proved for every 
subset of { 1, . . . , r} of cardinality s + 1 and let SC ( 1, . . , , r} be such that card(S) = s. 
Claim. Lt,(LCM: (F)) = LCMZ (Lt,(F)). 
Proof of the Claim. 
Lt,(LCM,f(F)) = Lt, n FACT,(F) 
( > 
(by Proposition 1.3(a)) 
Z3.S 
= ,1!, Lt,(FACT,(FN 
= n FACT,(Lt,(F)) (by induction) 
.X>S 
= LCM,+ (L&(F)) (by Proposition 1.3(a) applied 
to Lt,(F)). 
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This proves the Claim. 
Now 
Lt,(FACT,(F)) = Lt,(GCD,(F)/Lt,(LCM; (F)) 
= GCD,(Lt,(F))/LCM,f (L&,(F)) 
by Proposition 1.1 and the Claim. But 
GCD,(Lt,(F))/LCM,+ (L&,(F)) = FACT,(Lt,(F)) 
by definition. 
(2) * (3) It suffices to take F,:= FACT,(F) and use Proposition 1.3(d). 
(3) * (1) By Proposition 1 .l it suffices to show that Lt,(GCD(f,,fj)) = 
GCD(Lt,(f,),Lt,(fj)) for every i,j~ (1, . . . . r}. Now fi= n,,li, F, and fj= 
n sl(j)F, sofi=n,,,,j,F,.A,fj=ns,,,j,F,.‘. 
By Lemma 1.2 and the hypothesis the factors F appearing in A and the factors 
F appearing in B have leading terms pairwise coprime, hence they are coprime. 
Therefore GCD(fi, jj) = fl s1 (;, jj F,, hence 
Lt,(GCD(J;,, fi>> = n Lt,(FJ 
S2{i,j} 
= n FACTJWFN = GCWWf,), Lb(fj)), 
S2 {i, j} 
the last equality following from Proposition 1.3(c). 0 
Corollary 1.5. Let o be a term-ordering and let { f,, . . . . f,} be a minimal set of 
generators of a prime ideal 9 such that { f,, . . . , f,} is a superG-basis of 9 with 
respect to (T. Then Lt,(f,), . . . , Lt,(f,) are pairwise coprime. 
Proof. If not, then FACT,(Lt,(F)) is a proper factor of Lt,(fi) for some i and 5. 
From Theorem 1.4 it follows that & is reducible, a contradiction. 0 
This corollary yields many examples of ideals which cannot be generated by 
superG-bases, no matter which o we choose. For instance let B be the prime ideal 
generated by the 2 by 2 minors of the matrix 
Then P=(f,g,h) where f=yw-z2, g=yz-xw, h=xz-y2; it cannot be generated 
by a superG-basis. Namely the only pairwise coprime terms in the supports of 
f, g, h are .z2, xw, y2. But they cannot be all leading terms, as is immediately 
checked. 
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2. Applications 
Theorem 1.4 yields an effective procedure (Procedure SuperG) for constructing 
superG-bases and an effective procedure (Procedure Full SuperG) for constructing 
the family of all superG-bases with given leading terms, when o is a sequential term- 
ordering i.e. a term-ordering such that for every m E TA, the set {t E TA 1 t< m} is 
finite. Let us describe them. Let M:= {m,, . . . . m,} c T, be an interreduced set of 
terms and let us consider the full poset of subsets of M, with the order given by 
inclusion; namely we say that {ii, . . . . i,.} > {jl, . . . . j,> if {il, . . . . i,} > {jl, . . . . j,}. In 
the following we write i instead of {il, . . . . ir} if no confusion arises. 
Procedure SuperG 
Input: A term-ordering a; an interreduced subset M = {m,, . . . , m,} of TA 
Output: A set F = (f,, . . . . f,} of polynomials such that Lt,(J) = mj for i = 1, . . . , r 
and such that { fi, . . . . f,} is a superG-basis with respect to Q. 
Step 1: Procedure FACT 
FACT i,...,,(M):=GCWmi, ...,m,) 
FACT;,, ., , ;5(W := GCD(mi,, . .. 3 m;,b’II j> (il, ,,, , ;,) FACTj(M) 
Step 2: Procedure COMPLETION 
v?;,, . . . . iS : = FACT;,, . . . . is(M) + C c;ti 
where ti is any term smaller than FACTi,,,,,,i3(M) and ci is any coefficient 
Step 3: fi:= n,,(;) fj 
Let now 0 be a sequential term-ordering; given m E T,, we denote by m, the 
finite set (tE T,lt<m}. 
Procedure Full SuperG 
Input: A sequential term-ordering a; an interreduced subset M = (m,, . . . , m,} of TA 
Output: All sets F = {f,, . . . , f,} of polynomials such that Lt&) = mj for i = 1, . . . , r 
and such that {f,, . . . . f,} is a superG-basis with respect to (T. 
Step 1: Procedure FACT(M) 
Step 2: Procedure FULL COMPLETION 
V; ,,._,, i5:=FACT; ,,__,, i (M)+ C c,ti 
where ti ranges over all terms in (FACTi,,,..,iX(M))< and Ci is any coefficient 
Step 3: fi:= n,,(;) fj 
The correctness of both procedures follows from Theorem 1.4. 
Let us illustrate the procedures with an example. 
Example. Let A = k[x, y, z, w], CT := degrevlex and T, : = x3y2zw, 
T, :=xz3ws, T, :=x4y4w4. 
Tz : = x2y4zw4, 
Suppose we want to construct superG-bases of four 
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elements fi, f2, f3, f4 with Lt,(fi) = Ti. Let T := { ri, T2, T3, T4}. If S = {ii, . . . . i,}, 
we use the notation fi,i2...ir instead of FACT,(T). 
t 1234 =GCWt,, t2, t,, td = xw 
t123 =x.zw/t,234 = 2; 
t 124 = x2y2w/t1234 = xy2; 
1134 =xw/t1234 = 1; 
t 234 =XW4/t1234 = W3; 
t12 =X2y2zW/(t1234’t123’t124)=X2y2ZW/(XW~Z-Xy2)=1; 
113 =xzw/(t,234’t,23’t~34)=XZW/(XW*Z~1)=1; 
fl4 =X3y2W/(t1234- t124. t134) =x3y2w/(xw* xy2* 1) =x; 
t23 =xZW4/(t,234. t123. t234) =xzw4/(xw.z* w3) = 1; 
t24 =X2y4W4/(t*234. t124. t234) =x2y4w4/(xw- xy2- w3) =y2; 
t34 =XW4/(t1234’ t,,,* t,,,)=xw4/(xw. 1. w3) = 1; 
t1 =X3y2zW/(t1234* t123. t124. t134* t12. t13. [I,) 
=x3y2zw/(xw.z.xy2.1.1.1.x)=1; 
t2 =x2y4zw4/(t1234. ll23.1124’ t234. t12. t23. t241 
=x2y4zw4/(xw.z.xy2.w3+1.y2)=1; 
t3 =xz3w5/(t1234. t123* t134* 1234. t,,* f23. t341 
=xz3w5/(xw.z.1.w3.1.1.1)=z2w; 
t4 =X4Y4W4&1234. fl24. fl34.1234’ 114. t24. t34) 
=x4y4w4/(xw.xy2.1* w3.x.y2. 1)=x. 
Let now (Pl234, 9123, a)l24? vl34, 9234, 912, 913, a)l4? v)23, v24? v)34? vl, v)2? v)3, v)4 be 
polynomials such that Lt,(vi, __. i,) = t;,i,... i,. Then let 
fl := pl234 * v)l23 * v)l24 * 9134 ’ 912 ’ 913 ’ pl4 ’ 91 ; 
f2:=v)l234’v)l23~v)l24~~234~v)l2’v)23’~24~v)2~ 
f3:=v)1234’v)123’v)134’~234~~13~(P23~~34~v)3; 
f4:=v11234~P124~v)134’lp234’~14’a)24’v134~v)4. 
The conclusion is that { fi, f2, f3, f4} is a superG-basis with respect o degrevlex. It 
is clear that the p’s are only subjected to the condition of having a given leading 
term. In particular we observe that some of the 9’s must be 1; namely, we get 
~134=~12=~13=v)23=v)34=~1=v)2=1, 
therefore 
fl := ~1234’v?l23’v)l24’v)l4; 
f2 := 91234 * pl23 - pl24 * a)234 * p24; 
f3 := v)l234 ’ pl23 * 9234 ’ 93; 
f4 := v)l234 * 9124’ p234’ pl4 * 924’v14* 
For instance we may take 
v)1234=xw-y; v)l23=Z- 1; v)124=Xy2-Z2; v)234=W3-Xy; 
47*4=x- 1; (024=y2-X; p3=Z2W-Xy; ip4=x-2 
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and we get 
fi = x3y2zw - x’y’z - xsy*w - x*y%V -x27;% + x*y3 + xysz + xyzs 
+x*y*w +x*z*w +xz3w -xy3 -xyz* - yzs -xxz*w+ yz*; 
f2=x~y4zw4-x3y5zw-xy5zw3-x*y4w4-x3y*~w4-xy*~3w4+x*y~~ 
+x3y5~+x4y~zw+x~y~z~w+xy5w~+x*y~zw~+y~z~w~+x~y*w4 
+ xy*z* w4 + x*z3 w4 - x2y6 - x’y”z - xy4z3 - x4y3 w - x*y3z2w 
- x3yz3 w - x*y3w3 - y3z2w3 - xyzs w3 - x2z2w4 + x3y4 + xy4z* 
+ x2y2z3 + x”yz’w + xyz2ws - x*y*z*; 
f3=xz3w5-x2yz3w*-x*yzw4-yz3w4-xz2w5+x3y~~w+xy*~3w 
+x2yz2w2 +xy2zw3 +x*yw4+ yz*w4-x*ysz-x3y*w -xy*z*w 
- xy*w3 + x*ys; 
f4 = x4y4w4 _ xsy5w _ x3y5w3 _ x5y*w4 _ 3x3y4w4 _ x3y*z*w4 + x4y6 
+x6y3w + 3x4y5w +x4y3z*w +x4y3w3 + 3x*y5w3 +x*y3z*w3 
+ 3x4y*w4 + 2x*y4w4 + x4z2w4 + 3x*y2z*w4 - x5y4 - 3x3y6 - x3y4z* 
- 3x5y3w - 2x3y5w -x5yz*w - 3x3y32*w - 3x3y3w3 - 2xy5w3 
-x3yz2w3 - 3xy322w3 - 2x3y*w4 - 3X322W4 - 2xy*z*w4 + 3x4y4 
+ 2x2y6 + x4y2z2 + 3xzy4z* + 2x4y3w + 3x4yz*w +2x*y3z*w + 2x*y3w3 
+ 3x2yz2w3 + 2y3z2w3 + 2xzz*w4- 2x3y4 - 3x3y222- 2xy4z* 
- 2x3yz*w - 2xyz*w3 + 2x2y*z2. 
The conclusion is that (fi,f2,&,f4} is a superG-basis, hence a G-basis. 
Now we look at a consequence of Procedure Full superG which is related to 
families of ideals. 
Let m,, . . . . m, E T, be such that the set (m,, . . . , m,.} is interreduced and let (T be 
a sequential term-ordering i.e. a term-ordering such that for every t E TA the set 
{tl s< &} is finite. Then in [3] the family 
A=A m,, .. ..m.. 0 :={JILtC(J)=(m,,...,m,)} 
is defined. In the same paper (Lemma 4) it is shown that there is a bijection between 
A and a suitable affine scheme V = V, ,,_,,, “,; ~, which turns out to be connected 
[3, Corollary 61. 
If t is a term we denote by I,(t) the number of terms which are smaller than t 
with respect to o. As we said, the assumption that CJ is a sequential term-ordering 
implies that I,(t) < 03 for every 1. 
Theorem 2.1. Let m ,, ..,, m,E T_, be such that the set (m,, . . . . m,> is inter- 
reduced, let CJ be a sequential term-ordering and let d = d,(m,, . . . , m,) : = 
C,MFact,{ml, . . . . m,}) where the sum is indexed over the subsets of { 1, . . . , r}. 
Then the family of ideals I generated by superG-bases with Lt,(I) = (m,, . . . , m,) 
is parametrized by a rational subscheme S,,,,.,,,r; C of Ad. 
Proof. By Procedure Full superG we know that a superG-basis with respect to 
{m 1, . . . . m,} has d free parameters. But then, to get a bijection, we must inter- 
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reduce the elements, hence we get coefficients which are integral polynomial func- 
tions of the parameters. 0 
We show now a suitable example, which illustrates the previous corollary. 
Example. Let o : = degrevlex A : = k[x, y] and consider the terms y3, x2, xy. First of 
all we compute the family A of ideals with leading term ideal (y3,x2,xy). Then 
generic (already interreduced) polynomials with the given leading terms are 
They must be a Grobner basis. 
Sl3=Xf-~2f3=~gy4-alxy2+aloxy2+ally3-~2X2-~3X~+al2y2-a4x 
reduces to 
$3 =y2(a2d - Q2Q5 + agd0 + alOQll+ a12) 
+x(a~o-a4-a2a6-a3alo+2a2agalo-ala~o+a2a11) 
+_da3a9a10-a2a7 fa4a9+a2a9all -alalOall + doa 1 - 01 a12 + a1oa12) 
+ (a4a9a10 - a2afi + a4all - a3a12 + a2a9al2 - ul~lo~12 + dOa12). 
S~3=yf~-Xf3=agxy~-a5y3+a~ox~-adxy+al,xy-a7y~+al2x-asy 
reduces to 
~23=y2(ala~-ala5-a7-a6ag+~5~lo+ &lo+k9ull) 
+ x(a12 + alOall + qzfo - a2a5 + a2ag”) 
+Y@,d - a3a5 - 08 + 07al0 - @$l, + agal0all + a:1 + agal2) 
+ (a4u; - a4a5 + a$10 - a@12 + ~gal0~12 + allal2). 
Hence we must have 
Therefore 
u2a; - a205 + q7to + alOall + al2 = 0; 
afo-a4-a2u6-a3alo + 2a$.7ga,, - alcz:o + q7,1= 0; 
a3a9a10 - a2a7 + a4a9 + a2a9all- alal0all + t7:oa11- ala12 + a1oa12 = 0; 
~4~g~1o-~2~~+~4~11-~3~12+~2~9U12-~1~1o~12+~~o~12~0~ 
ala~-a,a5-a7-a6ag+(15~10+a~alo+ &$a11 =O; 
u3(292-a3a5-a8+ a7alo-&$ll +aguloall +a:1 + agal2=0; 
a4+_4a5 +~~~10-~~~12+~9~1o~12+~11~12=0~ 
012 = a26.5 - a2a; - cz9afo - a1oa11; 
(14=a2all -alufo-a2a6+ b2agulo-a3ulo+ afo; 
a7=~1~~~~1~5+~5~lo-~~~g+~~~lo+2~9~~1; 
as = a3a92 - 123a5 - &jall + a7alo + agaloall + agal + uf,. 
Modulo the first relations it reduces to 
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Now, modulo these four relations, the remaining equations become identities. 
Therefore the family of ideals in k[x, y] having (y3, x2, xy) as leading term ideal 
with respect to degrevlex is parametrized by As. 
The members of such a family are given by the reduced G-bases { ft, f2, f3}, with 
where a a a a a a a 1~ 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, all are free parameters. 
For example, if 
aI = 12, &=5, a3=7, a5 =55, a6= 31, a9=21, alo=45, all=33 
we get 
f,=y3-12y2-5x-7y-75970, 
f2=x2-55y2-31x-27687y-315128, 
f,=xy-21y2-45x-33y+45940 
which is a G-basis. 
Let us now compute the smaller family of ideals generated by superG-bases with 
leading term ideal (_y3, x2, xy). By using Procedure Full superG we get 
fi=(y+al)(y2+adx+asy+a6) 
‘y3+xya~+y2a~+y2a5+xa~a~+yala~+ya6+a~a6; 
f2=(x+a2y+a3)(x+a7y+a8) 
= x2 + xya2 + xya, + y2a2a7 + xa3 + xag + ya2a8 + ya3 a7 + a3 a8 ; 
f3=(y+al)(x+a2y+a3)=xy+y2a2+xa,+yala2+ya3+a,a3. 
Now we must interreduce (fi, f2, f3): we get 
xy+y2a2+xal+y(a,a2+a3)+a,a3. 
Therefore the coefficients are given parametrically by 
X1=al-a2a4+a5; XZ=ala5_a,aza4_a,a4+a6; X3=ala6-ala3a4; 
xq=a2; X,=a,; X6=ala2+a3; X7=ala3; .&=a:; 
&=a3+a8-ala2-ala,; X,o=a2a8-a~a~-ala2a7-a2a3; 
xl1 =a3a8-ala2a3-ala3a7. 
This is the scheme S of Theorem 2.1. To better understand it, we eliminate the ai’S 
and we get 
t*=t,2; t7 = t&j - t,t,); t3=t2t,-t&+& 
t,(, = 2t$t5 - 2t& + t&,; t,, = - &,2+2t&t(j- t;- t&t,+ t&. 
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Therefore the family of ideals in k[x, JJ] generated by superG-bases, with leading 
term ideal Q3, x2, XJJ) with respect to degrevlex, is parametrized by A6. The mem- 
bers of such a family are given by the reduced G-bases {f,, f2,f3}, with 
where tl, t2, t4, t5, t6, tg are free parameters. 
We conclude this section by showing some applications to the problem of lifting. 
Let A:=k[xr ,..., x,], B:=~[xo,xr ,..., x,]. We recall that if O#f=fd+ 
fd-, + *** +fo with deg(f,) = i, then H(j) :=fd is called the leading form off. If J 
is an ideal of A, H(J) denotes the ideal generated by the leading forms of the 
elements of .Z and a set { fi, . . . , f,} is termed an H-basis or a Macaulay basis of J 
if H(J) = (H(f, ), . . . , Wf,)). 
Remark. It is well known that if (T is a degree compatible term-ordering and 
{f,, ***,frl is a Grobner basis of an ideal I, then it is also an H-basis. This can be 
deduced as a special instance of a general theory (see [6]) but it can be proved easily. 
Definition. If f =(fi, . . . . f,) is a sequence of polynomials, we denote by (f) the ideal 
generated by f. If f is a polynomial in A, we denote by “fits homogenization with 
respect o x0 and we denote by hf the sequence (“f,, . . . , “f,.). If J is an ideal in A, we 
denote by hJ the ideal generated by the homogenization of all the elements of J. If 
F is a homogeneous polynomial of B, we denote by F, the dehomogenization (‘a’ 
means affine) of F i.e. the polynomial F(l, x1,. . . , x,) and if Z is a homogeneous 
ideal of B we denote by Z, its dehomogenization i.e. the ideal of A generated by 
{F,IFEZ). 
It is easy to check that if Z is a homogeneous ideal of B and F,, . . . . F, are homo- 
geneous generators of Z, then I,= ((F,),, . . . . (Fr)a), while the corresponding prop- 
erty is not valid for the homogenization process. 
The following three lemmata are well known, and we include them for the sake 
of completeness (see also [8]). 
Lemma 2.2. h(f) = IJ, (hf : x0”). 
Proof. Easy exercise. 0 
Lemma 2.3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(4 {fi, .*.,frl is an H-basis (of(f)), 
(b) (hf) = h(f), 
(c) x0 is not a zero-divisor module (hf). 
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Proof. The equivalence between (b) and (c) follows from Lemma 2.2. 
(a) = (b) Let J: = (f); we need showing that (hJ), = (hf), for every n 10. The 
equality holds for n = 0; by induction we may assume that it holds up to n - 1. Let 
g E (hJ),, then g = x0. “f; If r > 0 then we conclude by induction. So let g = “f and let 
f=H(f)+R; thenhf=H(f)+x$ohR withs>O. Therefore “f= C RiH(J;:)+4ahR= 
C RTf, + XL. hS with t > 0; since deg(hS) < n, we conclude by induction. 
(b) * (a) Let g E J. Since hg E (“f,, . . . . “f,), we get H(g) E (H(f,), . . . . H(f,), x0), so 
H(J) c (H(f,), * *. 9 H(f,)) + (x0) n H(J) = (H(f,), . . . , H( f,.)) + (x0). H(J) and we con- 
clude by the graded Nakayama. q 
Lemma 2.4. Let I be a homogeneous ideal of B. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(a) x0 is not a zero-divisor module I, 
(b) I= h(4x), 
(c) H(I,) = 40, Xl, * * *, XJ. 
Proof. (a) * (b) Let (F,, . . . . F,.} be a minimal set of homogeneous generators 
of I. Then x0 does not divide Fi for every i, hence F;= “fj and Z,=(f) where 
f=(f1, *a., f,). Since x0 does not divide zero module (hf), we get from Lemma 2.3 
that h(l,) = h(f) = (hf) = I. 
(b) * (a) This follows from the definition of homogenization. 
(a) = (c) As before let {F,, . . . , F,.) be a minimal set of homogeneous generators 
of1. WegetI,=((Fi),,..., (FM and {(Ft )a9 . . . , (FA, 1 is an H-basis of Z, by Lemma 
2.3. Therefore 
H(4,) = (M(F, )a), . . . , ff((Fr),)) = (F, (0, xl, . . . , x,), . . . , Fr(O, XI, . . . , x,,)) 
=1(0,x I,..., x,). 
(c) * (a) By contradiction assume that there exists a polynomial F of minimum 
degree such that F$Z, x0 does not divide F and x~FEZ for some positive r. 
Then F= “f and F, =f. By assumption H(f) = H(g) with G : = hg E I. Therefore 
x,(F- G) EI and F- G=xoG’; we deduce that deg(G’)<deg(F) and x~G’EI, a 
contradiction. 0 
Definition. We recall that if J is an ideal of A and I is an ideal of B, I is said to 
be a lifting of J (or J lifts to 1) if 
(a) x0 does not divide zero modulo I, 
(b) J=I(O,x,, . . . . x,) i.e. J= (Z, x0)/(x0). 
Theorem 2.5. Let f = (f,, . . . , f,) be a sequence of homogeneous elements of A and 
J=(f). 
(a) Let g; : =f, + R; with deg(Ri) < deg(J) and denote by 2l:= (g,, . ., , g,); if 
(g ,, . . . , g,} is an H-basis of 3, then I: = h21 = (hg,, . . . , hg,) is a lifting of J. Con- 
versely, 
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(b) Let Z be a lifting of J; then there exist R,, . . . , R,E A such that 
deg(Ri)<deg(fj) for every i, 
{(fi+R,), .a.> (f, + R,)} is an Z-Z-basis, 
Z=(h(f,+R&.,h(f,+R,)). 
Proof. (a) By Lemma 2.3 Z=(hg) and x0 does not divide zero modulo I. Moreover 
(I, xo)/(xo) = (hg,, . . . , hg,, x,,Y(xo> = Cfi, . . . , f,, x,#(xo) = (J, x0)4x0) = J. 
(b) By Lemma 2.4 we get Z=h(Z,) and since Z(O,xl, . . ..x.) = J, we get J=H(Z,), 
whence fi = H(g;) with gi = f; + R; E Z,, deg(Ri) < deg(fi). Moreover ZZ(Z,) = J= 
(f,, *.*7 f,) = W(g, )1 .. .7 ZZ(g,)). Therefore {g,, . . ..g.> is an H-basis of Z,, and 
z’h(z,)=(hg ,,..., hg,). 0 
Let now k be a field and let al:=(all,a12,...), a2:=(a21,a22,...), a,:= 
(ff,,,alQ, ... ), be infinite sequences of elements of k. Let T=xf’ S.-X,“’ be a term 
and let us define 
Corollary 2.6. Let J a monomial ideal of A, J= (T,, . . . . T,). Then 
(a) @(TI), . . . . D(T,.)} is a superG-basis. 
(b) The ideal (d(T,), . . . , A( T,)) is a lifting of J. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.4 and the construction of the II(Tj it is clear that 
VW-,), . . . . D(Tr)) is a superG-basis, hence a Grobner basis, hence an H-basis. 
We conclude by Theorem 2.5(a). 0 
Remark. If k is infinite and the sequences aj are such that for every i = 1, . . . , n, 
aij # q, if j# h, then it is easy to see that the ideal (A(T,), . . . , d(T,)) is a radical 
ideal, hence one gets the result that every monomial ideal can be lifted to a radical 
ideal, if k is infinite (see [4, 51). 
Remark. It is also clear that if k is finite, then the same conclusion of the previous 
Remark holds only for monomial ideals such that the maximum exponent of 
variables appearing in the minimal set of generators does not exceed the cardinality 
of k. But of course Procedure SuperG yields more general liftings of monomial 
ideals. For instance (xf, xix;) cannot be lifted to a radical ideal in Z,[x,, xi, x1] by 
using the method explained in Corollary 2.6, but it can be lifted to J:= (x,(x:+ 
x1x0 +x,“), xl (xi +x2x0 + xi)), which is a radical ideal in z2 [x0, x1, x2]; namely 
J=(x1)tl(x:+xlxo+~~,~2+~,)r)(~:+~,~o+~~,~2+~1+~o). 
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